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The Mixed Mode I and II
Interface Crack in
Piezoelectromagneto–Elastic
Anisotropic Bimaterials
Taking the electric–magnetic field inside the interface crack into account, the interface
crack problem of dissimilar piezoelectromagneto (PEMO)–elastic anisotropic bimaterials
under in-plane deformation is investigated. The conditions to decouple the in-plane and
anti-plane deformation is presented for PEMO–elastic biaterials with a symmetry plane.
Using the extended Stroh’s dislocation theory of two-dimensional space and the analytic
continuition principle of complex analysis, the interface crack problem is turned into a
nonhomogeneous Hilbert equation in matrix notation. Four possible eigenvalues as well
as four eigenvectors for the fundamental solution to the corresponding homogeneous
Hilbert equation are found, so are four modes of singularities for the fields around the
interface crack tip. These singularities are shown to have forms of r−�1/2�±i�1 and
r−�1/2�±i�2, in which the bimaterial constants �1 and �2 are proven to be real numbers for
practical dissimilar PEMO–elastic bimaterials. Compared with the solution for the in-
terface crack of dissimilar elastic bimaterials without electro–magnetic properties, two
new additional singularities are discovered for the interface crack in the PEMO–elastic
bimaterial media. The electric–magnetic field inside the crack is solved by employing the
“energy method,” which is based on finding the stationary point of the saddle surface of
the energy release rate with respect to the electro–magnetic field inside the crack. Closed
form expressions for the extended crack tip stress fields and crack open displacements are
formulated, so are some other fracture characteristic parameters, such as the extended
stress intensity factors and energy release rate �G� for dissimilar PEMO–elastic bimate-
rial solids. Finally, fundamental results and some conclusions are presented, which could
have applications in the failure of piezoelectro/magneto–elastic devices.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2424468�
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Introduction
The simultaneous presence of piezo-electric and piezo-
agnetic material properties �1,2� usually lends a device some

xceptional features such as converting energy from one form to
he other form �3,4� and flat frequency responses �5�. These types
f media find such applications in smart structure sensors, actua-
ors, magnetoelectric memory apparatus, and broadband magnetic
robes. In these applications, dissimilar bimaterials or layered
omposites are often incorporated. Having been considered as one
f the common failure modes, an interface crack/delamination
ould be developed in structures made of piezoelectro magneto
PEMO�–elastic bimaterials, and then deteriorate the performance
f the devices.

The interface crack phenomenon has been investigated for de-
ades by many authors �6–13�. Morevover, although the piezo-
agnetic material properties were not included, there are many

tudies on piezoelectric media or smart materials such as those by
cMeeking �14�, Kuo and Barnett �15� and Suo et al. �16�. In

heir studies, the singularities around the interface crack tip were
ound to be of the form r−�1/2�±i� and r−�1/2�±�, where � and � are
eal numbers. In particular, the paper by Suo et al. �16� has inves-
igated this type of interface crack in detail.
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As addressed in the literature �e.g., Refs. �2,4,5��, the simulta-
neous presence of the piezoelectric and piezomagnetic material
properties usually have a big influence on the behavior of PEMO–
elastic solids or layered structures. Thus, these piezoelectromag-
netic material properties would also affect the interface fracture
behavior of PEMO–elastic bimedia. Several papers on the study
of cracks in monolithic PEMO–elastic solids are available such as
Sih and Song �17�, Song and Sih �18�, and Gao et al. �19� etc. But
few papers can be found for the problem of the interface crack in
PEMO bimaterial solids. Gao et al. �20� presented a solution for a
permeable interface crack and presented the singularities of the
interface crack of the form as r−�1/2�±i��, but did not show whether
�� are real or complex numbers. Furthermore, another important
fracture parameter, the energy release rate G, has not been ad-
dressed in the literature for the in-plane interface crack of dissimi-
lar anisotropic PEMO-elastic bimaterial solids.

In this research, the impermeable and permeable interface
cracks in dissimilar PEMO bimaterial solids are investigated by
employing the Stroh’s dislocation theory �21�, extended to
PEMO–elastic media �e.g., Refs. �1,22��. The electric–magnetic
field inside the crack is also considered. The Mode III interface
crack solution has been analyzed in the authors’ earlier work �Ref.
�23��, and the current paper deals with the mixed mode I and II
in-plane problems.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the conditions to
decouple the in-plane and anti-plane deformations are derived and

basic equations for the in-plane deformation are presented in the
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orm of the extended Stroh’s dislocation theory. In Sec. 3, a non-
omogenous Hilbert equation is obtained in matrix notation by
sing the analytic continuation principle of complex analysis.
our roots �i.e., four eigenvalues� to the corresponding homog-
nous Hilbert equation are found and so are four eigenvectors.
our possible singularities are then found in the form of r−�1/2�±i�1

nd r−�1/2�±i�2. The bimaterial property constants �1 and �2 are
roved to be real numbers for practical dissimilar bimaterial me-
ia. Compared with the solutions for conventional dissimilar bi-
aterials and piezoelectric bimaterials, two new types of singu-

arities can be observed in this solution due to the simultaneous
resence of piezoelectric and piezomagnetic material properties.
racture parameters such as the extended stress intensity factor
nd the extended crack open displacement are presented in closed
orm for uniform applied remote loading.

The “energy method,” which is based on finding the stationary
oint of the saddle surface of the energy release rate with respect
o the electromagnetic field inside the crack �23� is employed to
nd the solution for the electric–magnetic fields inside the inter-
ace crack. Compact formulas for the energy release rate are de-
ived for impermeable and permeable interface cracks. As a spe-
ial solution, a crack in a monolithic anisotropic PEMO–elastic
edium is also discussed by setting the upper and lower media

dentical. The conventional singularity of r−�1/2� is found for the
rack tip fields in monolithic materials. This result is in good
greement with the results in the literature �18�. In Sec. 4, numeri-
al results are presented to verify the characteristics of some bi-
aterial parameters and demonstrate the influence of the piezo-

lectromagnetic material properties on the energy release rate. The
ehavior of the energy release rate, G, is also studied under vari-
us loading conditions. In Sec. 5 we provide some useful conclu-
ions.

Basic Equations
The basic equations, in extended Stroh’s formalism, for

EMO–elastic material under generalized deformation are sum-
arized in this section. The conditions to decouple the in-plane

nd anti-plane deformation are also discussed and some formulas
re developed for the in-plane deformation.

In a fixed Cartesian coordinate system �x1 ,x2 ,x3�, the general-
zed Hooke’s law for an elastic material considering both piezo-
lectric and piezomagnetic material properties may be written in
he following form

�ij = cijkluk,l + elij�,l
E + �lij�,l

H

Di = eikluk,l − �il�,l
E − �il�,l

H

Bi = �ikluk,l − �li�,l
E − �il�,l

H �1�

here i , j ,k , l range in �1,2,3� and the repeated indices imply sum-
ation; the comma stands for differentiation with respect to cor-

esponding coordinate variables; �ij is the elastic stress, uk the
lastic displacement; cijkl the elastic moduli tensor; Di the electric
isplacements; �E the electrostatic potential; �il the electric per-
ittivity; Bi the magnetic induction �magnetic fluxes�; �H the
agnetic scalar potential; �il the magnetic permeability; and eikl,
ikl, and �li the piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, and magnetoelectric
oefficients, respectively. For the material constants, the following
elationships hold

cijkl = cjikl = cijlk = cklij; eikl = eilk; �ikl = �ilk

�il = �li; �il = �li; �il = �li �2�

he equilibrium equations read

�ij,i + f j = 0, Di,i − fe = 0, Bi,i − fm = 0 �3�
f one defines the extended displacements as
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U = �u1,u2,u3,�E,�H�T

or

UK = uk, for K = 1,2,3; U4 = �E; U5 = �H �4�

and, correspondingly, extends the conventional 3�3 stress tensor
to a 3�5 stress tensor

�iJ
= �ij, for J = 1,2,3; �i4 = Di; �i5 = Bi �5�

then the equilibrium equations could be rewritten as

CiJKlUK,li + fJ = 0 �6�

where CiJKl are the extended material constants

CiJKl =�
Cijkl J, K = 1,2,3

elJi J = 1,2,3; K = 4

eiKl J = 4; K = 1,2,3

�lJi J = 1,2,3; K = 5

�iKl J = 5; K = 1,2,3

− �il J = 4, K = 5

− �li J = 5, K = 4

− �il J = K = 4

− �il J = K = 5

� �7�

and fJ is the extended body force

fJ = f j, for J = 1,2,3; f4 = − fe; f5 = − fm �8�

in which, f i, fe, fm are the body force, electric charge, and mag-
netic charge, respectively.

2.1 Decoupling the In-Plane and Anti-Plane Deformation.
For a plane system, the extended displacement field depends on
two variables, namely x1 and x3 �Fig. 1�. Then, expanding the
equilibrium Eq. �3� leads to the expressions

C1JK1UK,11 + �C1JK3 + C3JK1�UK,13 + C3JK3UK,33 = fJ,

J,K = 1, . . . ,5 �9�
Rewriting Eq. �9� gives

C1JK1UK,11 + �C1JK3 + C3JK1�UK,13 + C3JK3UK,33 + C1J21U2,11

+ �C1J23 + C3J21�U2,13 + C3J23U2,33 = fJ, J,K = 1,3,4,5

C12K1UK,11 + �C12K3 + C32K1�UK,13 + C32K3UK,33 + C1221U2,11

+ �C1223 + C3221�U2,13 + C3223U2,33 = f2, K = 1,3,4,5

�10�

Fig. 1 An interface delamination between dissimilar
piezoelectromagneto–elastic anisotropic bimedia and the asso-
ciated contour integral path
To decouple the anti-plane and in-plane deformation, the coef-
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cients for the terms involving U2 in Eq. �10�1 and not involving
2 in Eq. �10�2 should vanish, leading to the following conditions

C1J21 = C1J23 = C3J21 = C3J23 = 0, J = 1,3,4,5

C12K1 = C12K3 = C32K1 = C32K3 = 0, K = 1,3,4,5 �11�

r, in contracted form

C14 = C16 = C34 = C36 = C54 = C56 = 0

e16 = e14 = e36 = e34 = 0, �16 = �14 = �36 = �34 = 0 �12�
quation �12�1 is the condition which decouples the anti-plane and

n-plane deformation for an anisotropic material with no piezo-
lectromagnetic properties. One may call it the mechanical decou-
ling condition. Unlike the conventional anisotropic media, one
ay see that if a PEMO–elastic material only satisfies this me-

hanical decoupling condition, the in-plane loading may still pro-
uce an anti-plane deformation, or vice versa.

2.2 Basic Equations for In-Plane Deformation. Since the
nti-plane interface crack problem was studied by Li and Kardo-
ateas �23�, the current work focuses on the interface crack prob-

em under in-plane deformation. The extended displacements Eq.
4� may be redefined as

U = �u1,u3,�E,�H�T

r

U1 = u1, U2 = u3, U3 = �E; U4 = �H �13�

nontrivial displacement solution to Eq. �6� with the correspond-
ng stress function 	k�k=1,2 ,3 ,4�, in the absence of the extended
ody force, takes the form

U = 	
J=1

4

�aJgJ�zJ� + āJḡJ�z̄J��, 	 = 	
J=1

4

�bJgJ�zJ� + b̄JḡJ�z̄J��,

zJ = x1 + pJx3 �14�

here z̄ denotes the conjugate of a complex z; pJ is a complex
umber; a j is a column vector; and g�zJ� is a function vector to be
etermined from the boundary conditions.

The stresses can be written in term of a stress function, 	, as

�i1 = −
�	i

�x3
, �i3 =

�	i

�x1
�15�

Substitution of Eq. �14� into Eq. �3� leads to the following
igenequation

�Q + pJ�R + RT� + pJ
2T�aJ = 0 �16�

here

QJK = C1JK1, RJK = C1JK3, TJK = C3JK3, J,K = 1,3,4,5

�17�
Specifically, when contracted notation is employed, one has

�QJK� = 

c11 c15 e11 �11

c15 c55 e15 �15

e11 e15 − �11 − �11

�11 �15 − �11 − �11

�
�18�

�RJK� = 

c15 c13 e31 �31

c55 c53 e35 �35

e15 e13 − �13 − �13 �

�15 �13 − �31 − �13
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�TJK� = 

c55 c35 e35 �35

c35 c33 e33 �33

e35 e33 − �33 − �33

�35 �33 − �33 − �33

� �19�

As for the elastic and the piezoelectric cases �Suo et al. �16� and
Lothe and Barnett �24��, it can be shown that the pJ are complex,
and that if pJ is an eigenvalue of Eq. �16�, then p̄J is also an
eigenvalue of Eq. �16� �1�. The roots pJ will be assumed to be all
distinct, and in this paper equal roots are viewed as the limiting
case of the distinct roots. From the relationship �13=�31, one may
obtain

bJ = �RT + pJT�aJ = −
1

pJ
�Q + pJR�aJ �20�

The combination of Eqs. �16� and �20� readily leads to

N�a

b
 = �N1 N2

N3 N1
T �a

b
 = p�a

b
 �21�

where N is an 8�8 matrix with N1=−T−1RT, N2=T−1, N3
=RT−1RT−Q; and the superscript T stands for the transpose of a
matrix.

For the convenience of writing, we denote the extended traction
vector on a surface x3=constant, as

t = ��31,�33,D3,B3�T �22�

Expression �14� may also be rewritten in vector form

u = Ag�zJ� + Āḡ�z̄J�, 	 = Bg�zJ� + B̄ḡ�z̄J�; zJ = x1 + pJx3

�23�

where A= �a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4�, B= �b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,b4�, and pJ�J=1,2 ,3 ,4�;
these satisfy the orthogonality relations �25� after being properly
normalized

�BT AT

B̄T ĀT � �A Ā

B B̄
 = � I 0

0 I
 �24�

Here, three useful matrices may be defined as

M = iAB−1, L = − 2iBBT, S = i�2ABT − I� �25�

where I=diag�1,1 ,1 ,1� is the unit matrix. One can see from Eq.
�24� that H and L are real and symmetric, whereas S and SL−1 are
real and anti-symmetric. Moreover, the following relations can be
verified.

M = L−1 + iL−1ST = L−1 − iSL−1 �26�

which tells that M is Hermitian. The M matrix may be partitioned
as

M = �M11 M13 M14

M31 M33 M34

M41 M43 M44
� �27�

where

M11 � �elasticity�−1, M33 � − �permittivity�−1

M44 � − �permeability�−1

M13 = M̄31
T � �piezoelectricity�−1 �28�

M14 = M̄41
T � �piezomagneticity�−1

M34 = M̄43
T � �magnetoelectricity�−1
and M11 is positive definite �24�, but M33
0 and M44
0.
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If the coordinate system �x1 ,x2 ,x3� transfers to a new coordi-
ate system �x1

* ,x2
* ,x3

*� by the in-plane rotation

� �xi
*

�xj
 = 
 cos��� sin��� 0

− sin��� cos��� 0

0 0 1
� �29�

hen one can easily show that

S��� = �T���S����, L��� = �T���L���� �30�
here

���� = 

cos��� sin��� 0 0

− sin��� cos��� 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
� �31�

transformation similar to Eq. �30� was also addressed in Suo et
l. �16� in their fracture mechanics study of piezoelectric material.

Interface Cracks in PEMO-Elastic Bimaterial
edia

3.1 Statement of the Problem. Let the medium I occupy the
pper half space �denoted by L� and medium II be in the lower-
alf space �denoted by R�; the interface crack is assumed to be
ocated in the region a
x1
b, −
x2
 of the plane x3=0
Fig. 1�. The �i3

 = p= ��13
 ,�33

 ,D3
 ,B3

�T is applied at infinity.
nder applied external loading, the crack may open and be filled
ith vacuum or air, in which an electric–magnetic field, denoted
y D3

0 and B3
0, would be built up. This field is uniform if the

pplied loading �i3
 is uniform �23�. By the superposition prin-

iple, this interface crack problem is equivalent to the one under
he applied loading

p = ��13
 , �33

 , �D3
0, �B3

0�T; �D3
0 = D3

 − D3
0, �B3

0 = B3
 − B3

0

�32�
cting on the interface crack surfaces while the loading vanishes
t infinity.

3.2 Formulation of the Solution to the Interface Crack.
he procedure to derive the solution is similar to the one em-
loyed in Li and Kardomateas �26�. From Eq. �23�, one can have
he following expressions for this bimedia

UI = AI�I�zJ� + ĀI�̄I�z̄J�

	I = BI�I�zJ� + B̄I�̄I�z̄J� �33�

here UI ,	I are displacement and stress functions for zJ�L; and
or medium II

UII = AII�II�zJ� + ĀII�̄II�z̄J�

	II = BII�II�zJ� + B̄II�̄II�z̄J� �34�

here UII ,	II are displacement and stress functions for zJ�R. For
he convenience of writing, the symbols I and II, denoting the
uantities in medium L and R, respectively, may be put as super-
cripts or subscripts.

Making use of Eq. �15�2, the boundary condition for this prob-
em can be written for the interface rack region �a
x1
b ,x3
0� as

	+�
I�x1� = 	−�

II�x1� = − p�x1� �35�

nd along the interface outside the crack �x1
a and b
x1, x3
0�

U+
I �x1� = U−

II�x1�, 	+�
I�x1� = 	−�

II�x1� �36�

nd at infinity
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�ij
I = �ij

II = 0, at infinity �37�

where the convention 	�x1 ,x3�=	±�x1� as x3→0± for any func-
tion 	�x1 ,x3� was used and will be employed in the following
sections.

The displacement continuity along the bonded interface gives

AI�I+�x1� − ĀII�̄II+�x1� = AII�II−�x1� − ĀI�̄I−�x1� �38�

One may define a function

��z� =�AI�I�z� − ĀII�̄II�z� , z � L

AII�II�z� − ĀI�̄I�z� , z � R
� �39�

which automatically satisfies the condition �38� and is analytic on
the whole plane except the cut along the interface crack.

Differentiation of Eq. �39� yields

� � �z� =�AI�I��z� − ĀII�̄II� �z� , z � L

AII�II� �z� − ĀI�̄I��z� , z � R
� �40�

The traction continuity on the bonded interface leads to

BI�I+� �x1� − B̄II�̄II+� �x1� = BII�II−� �x1� − B̄I�̄I−� �x1� �41�

Similarly to the displacement continuity, a function which auto-
matically satisfies the condition Eq. �41� may be defined as

��z� =� BI�I��z� − B̄II�̄II� �z� z � L

BII�II� �z� − B̄I�̄I��z� , z � R
� �42�

which is analytical on the whole plane except the cut along the
interface crack.

Solving Eqs. �40� and �42� gives for z�L

BI�I��z� = N�i���z� + M̄II��z��

B̄II�̄II� �z� = BI�I��z� − ��z� �43�

and for z�R

BII�II� �z� = N̄�i���z� + M̄I��z��

B̄I�̄I��z� = BII�II� �z� − ��z� �44�

In the above equations, the following matrix was used

N−1 = MI + M̄II = D + iW, D = L1
−1 + L2

−1, W = S2L2
−1 − S1L1

−1

�45�

The matrix N is Hermitian since MI and MII are Hermitian; matrix
D can be easily shown to be real symmetric and W to be real
anti-symmetric.

Substituting Eqs. �43� and �44� into the boundary conditions
Eqs. �35�1,2, respectively, gives

BI�I+� �x1� + BII�II−� �x1� − �−�x1� = − p�x1�

BII�II−� �x1� + BI�I+� �x1� − �+�x1� = − p�x1� �46�
Subtraction of Eq. �46�2 from Eq. �46�1 yields.

�+�x1� − �−�x1� = 0 �47�

which implies that ��z� is continuous on the whole interface.
By the analytic continuation principle �27�, the function ��z� is

analytical on the whole plane. But according to Liouville’s theo-
rem �27�, this ��z� must be a constant function in the whole do-
main. However, the condition in Eq. �37� imposes that this func-

tion vanish at infinity. Therefore, this constant function must be
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dentically zero in the whole plane, i.e.

��z� = 0, for all z �48�
hen, either Eq. �46�1 or Eq. �46�2 leads to a general Hilbert
quation in matrix notation

N�+��x1� + N̄�−��x1� = ip�x1�, a 
 x1 
 b �49�

he homogenous equation corresponding to the above general
ilbert Eq. �49� can be written as

NX+�x1� + N̄X−�x1� = 0, a 
 x1 
 b �50�

he following function vector may be considered as possible so-
ution to Eq. �50�

��z� = v�z − a�−��z − b��−1 �51�

hich is analytic in the whole plane except the cut along �a ,b�
nd has the property

z��z� → 1, as �z� →  �52�

ubstitution of Eq. �51� into Eq. �50� leads to a 4�4 eigenvalue
ystem

�N + e2�i�N̄�v = 0, � = 1/2 + i� �53�
Since the procedure to obtain the solution to this eigenvalue

roblem �53� is significant for one to understand the singularities
f the fields at the interface crack tip, a detailed study of Eq. �53�
s presented in Appendix A, in which four possible eigenvalues of

are found as

�1,2 = 1/2 ± i�1, �3,4 = 1/2 ± i�2 �54�

It is also shown in Appendix B that the bimaterial parameters �1
nd �2 are real numbers and the corresponding four eigenvectors,
i�i=1. . .4�, are complex and satisfy the following conditions

v2 = v̄1, v3 = v̄4 �55�

he matrix defined as v= �v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4� can also be written as v
�v1 , v̄1 ,v3v̄3�.
Since N is a Hermitian matrix, the following identity can be

eadily verified

v̄TNv = 

v̄1

TNv1 0 0 0

0 v1
TNv̄1 0 0

0 0 v̄3
TNv3 0

0 0 0 v3
TNv̄3

� �56�

enoting

�1 = v̄1
TNv1, �2 = v1

TNv̄1, �3 = v̄3
TNv3, �4 = v3

TNv̄3 �57�

hen all the �s are real numbers, and �1��2, �3��4, unless N is
eal symmetric. One can further show

�1 = e2��1�2 �3 = e2��2�4 �58�

nd normalize v as

v̄TNv = diag��1̃e��1,�1̃e−��1,�2̃e��2,�2̃e−��2� �59�

here �̃1=�1e−��1 and �̃2=�3e−��2 are real numbers.
Therefore, the fundamental solution to the homogeneous Hil-

ert Eq. �50� would take the form

X�z� =
1

��z − a��z − b�
v��z;�1,�2�

�60�
��z;�1,�2�

= diag�� z − b

z − a
�i�1

, � z − b

z − a
�−i�1

, � z − b

z − a
�i�2

, � z − b

z − a
�−i�2
ne may see that there are four modes of singularities for the
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crack tip fields and these singularities have the following form

�x1 − a�−�1/2��i�1�x1 − b�−�1/2�±i�1, �x1 − a�−�1/2��i�2�x1 − b�−�1/2�±i�2

�61�
Hence, a solution to the nonhomogeneous Hilbert Eq. �49�,

which vanishes at infinity, can be formulated as

���z� =
X�z�
2�i�

ab

�X+�x1��−1N−1�ip�x1��dx1

x1 − z
�62�

It can be seen that once the applied loading is given, a specific
expression to Eq. �62� would be obtained, as would the displace-
ment and stress functions.

For the applied constant loading p�x1�= p, a closed form solu-
tion can be found by the contour integral method �Appendix B� as

�p��z� = v�I −
��z;�1,�2�

��z − a��z − b�
��z;�1,�2�v−1�N + N̄�−1�ip�

�63�

where � is defined as

��z;�1,�2� = diag�z1 −
�b + a�

2
+ �b − a�i�1,z2 −

�b + a�
2

− �b − a�i�1,z3 −
�b + a�

2
+ �b − a�i�2,z4 −

�b + a�
2

− �b − a�i�2 �64�

Further integration of Eq. �63� leads to

�p�z� = v���z� − ��z − a��z − b���z;�1,�2��v−1�N + N̄�−1�ip�
�65�

where

��z� = diag�z1,z2,z3,z4� �66�

and the terms contributing to rigid body motion have been
omitted.

If we let r be the distance ahead of the crack tip, then, from
expressions �63� and �33�2 �or �34�2�, one can find that the crack
tip fields, such as the extended stress field, can be expressed as the
combination of

�iJ
� r−�1/2�±i�1, r−�1/2�±i�2 �67�

i.e., a combination of four different singularities in
piezomagnetoelectro–elastic dissimilar bimaterials. It should be
mentioned that for conventional dissimilar bimedia, only two sin-
gularities of the form r−�1/2�±i� exist �� is real �6�� and for the
piezoelectric dissimilar bimaterials, four possible singularities of
the form r−�1/2�±i� and r−�1/2�±� were found �� and � are real
�15,16��. In Eq. �67�, two new singularities of the form r−�1/2�±i�2

��2 is real� can be observed. These new types of singularities
reflect the effects from the simultaneous presence of the piezo-
electric and the piezomagnetic material properties.

3.3 Interface Crack Characteristic Parameters. With the
solution to the stress functions in the foregoing section, some
interesting fracture characteristic parameters such as the crack tip
stress intensity factors and the extended displacements jump near
the crack tip; furthermore, the energy release rate can be readily
derived.

From Eqs. �43�1 and �43�2, the extended traction along the in-

terface can be expressed as
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t�x1� = Ni�+��x1� + N̄i�−��x1� �68�
We will show that the right hand side of Eq. �68� is real as

equired.

Substituting the stress function Eq. �63� into Eq. �68� leads to

i

�1/2 − i�2��2 cosh���2�

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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t�x1� = − p + �NX+�x1� + N̄X−�x1����x1,�1,�2��Nv + N̄v�−1p

�69�
or, when Eqs. �50� and �53� are employed, it reads
t�x1� = �− p + �N + N̄�v
��x1;�1,�2���x1;�1,�2�

��x1 − a��x1 − b�
v−1�N + N̄�−1p x1 
 a and b 
 x1

− p a 
 x1 
 b
� �70�
aking use of Eqs. �56� and �59�, the extended traction at a dis-
ance r ahead of the crack tip such as b �Fig. 1� can be expressed
n the form

t�r� =
1

�2�r
���b − a�/2�N + N̄�� �1/2 + i�1�ri�1

�b − a�i�1�1̃ cosh���1�
v1v̄

T
1p

+
�1/2 − i�1�r−i�1

�b − a�−i�1�1̃ cosh���1�
v̄1v1

Tp

+
�1/2 + i�2�ri�2

�b − a�i�2�2̃ cosh���2�
v3v̄3

Tp

+
�1/2 − i�2�r−i�2

�b − a�−i�2�2̃ cosh���2�
v̄3v3

Tp �71�

here

p = ��31
 ,�33

 ,�D3
0,�B3

0�T �72�
One can easily see that the right side of Eq. �71� is a real vector,

n expected result. The vTp�i=1,3� are scalar �complex or real�.
Therefore, the interface traction ahead of the crack tip may be
expressed in the space spanned by two eigenvectors �v1 ,v3� as

t�r� = �N + N̄�� ri�1K�v1

�2�r�1̃ cosh2��1��
+

r−i�1K̄�v̄1

�2�r�1̃ cosh2��1��

+
ri�2KDBv3

�2�r�2̃ cosh2��2��
+

r−i�2K̄DBv̄3

�2�r�2̃ cosh2��2��
 �73�

where K� and KDB are complex numbers, defined as

K� = KI + iKII = ���b − a�/2�1/2 + i�1��b − a�−i�1 cosh��1��v̄1
Tp

KDB = KD + iKB = ���b − a�/2�1/2 + i�2��b − a�−i�2 cosh��2��v̄3
Tp

�74�

These Ks can be called the extended stress intensity factors
�ESIFs�; similar notations have also been defined in the literature.

One can also extend the conventional crack open displacement
�COD� to PEMO–electric materials. From Eqs. �33�, �34�, and
�39�, this extended crack open displacements �ECOD� can readily
be evaluated by
�u�x1� = u+
I �x1� − u−

II�x1� = �+�x1� − �−�x1� = ���x1 − a��b − x1��1/2v��+�x1;�1,�2� + �−�x1;�1,�2��v−1�N + N̄�−1p , a 
 x1 
 b

0, x1 
 a or b 
 x1
�

�75�
Then the ECOD at a small distance r behind the tip of the
nterface crack reads

�u�r� = 2� r

2�
���b − a�/2v diag� ri�1

�b − a�i�1�1̃

,

r−i�1

�b − a�−i�1�1̃

,
ri�2

�b − a�i�2�2̃

,
r−i�2

�b − a�−i�2�2̃
v̄Tp �76�

The ECOD can be further expressed in terms of the ESIF

�u�r� = 2� r

2�� ri�1K�v1

�1/2 + i�1��1̃ cosh���1�

+
r−i�1K̄�v̄1

�1/2 − i�1��1̃ cosh���1�
+

ri�2KDBv3

�1/2 + i�2��2̃ cosh���2�

+
r−i�2K̄DBv̄3

˜  �77�
a real vector, as expected.
Next, the energy release rate G can be computed and it reads

G =
1

2
lim

�→0+

1

�
�

0

�

t�r�T�u�� − r�dr =
v̄1

T�N + N̄�v1

2�1̃ cosh4��1��
�K��2

+
v1

T�N + N̄�v̄1

2�1̃ cosh4��1��
�K��2 +

v3
T�N + N̄�v̄3

2�2̃ cosh4��2��
�KDB�2

+
v̄3

T�N + N̄�v3

2�2̃ cosh4��2��
�KDB�2 �78�

In deriving Eq. �78�, the following identity was employed

lim
�→0+

1

�
�

0

�

r−�1/2�±i��� − r��1/2��i�dr =�
0

1

s−�1/2�±i��1 − s��1/2��i�ds

= �1/2 � i��
�

�79�

cosh����
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Substituting Eq. �74� into Eq. �78�, one can obtain

G =
��b − a�

8
pTHp �80�

here

H = �1/2 + 2�1
2��v̄1v̄1

T�N + N̄�v1v1
T + v1v1

T�N + N̄�v̄1v̄1
T�/

��1̃
2 cosh2��1��� + �1/2 + 2�2

2��v̄3v̄3
T�N + N̄�v3v3

T

+ v3v3
T�N + N̄�v̄3v̄3

T�/��2̃
2 cosh2��2��� �81�

symmetric real matrix.
All the formulas developed so far are functions of the unknown

3
0 and B3

0, the electric–magnetic field inside the interface crack.
y finding the stationary point of the saddle surface of energy

elease rate with respect to the electromagnetic field inside the
rack �“energy method” �23��, one can have the following equa-
ions in terms of D3

0 and B3
0

�G

�D3
0 = H13�31

 + H23�33
 + H33�D3

0 + H34�B3
0 = 0

�G

�B3
0 = H14�31

 + H24�33
 + H34�D3

0 + H44�B3
0 = 0 �82�

hich lead to

�D3
0 = D3

 − D3
0 = −

H13H44 − H14H34

H33H44 − H34
2 �13

 −
H23H44 − H24H34

H33H44 − H34
2 �33



�B3
0 = B3

 − B3
0 = −

H14H33 − H13H34

H33H44 − H34
2 �13

 −
H24H33 − H23H34

H33H44 − H34
2 �33



�83�

hen, the D3
0 and B3

0 can be calculated as

D3
0 = D3

 − �D3
0 = D3

 −
H14H34 − H13H44

H33H44 − H34
2 �13



−
H24H34 − H23H44

H33H44 − H34
2 �33



B3
0 = B3

 − �B3
0 = B3

 −
H13H34 − H14H33

H33H44 − H34
2 �13

 −
H23H34 − H24H33

H33H44 − H34
2 �33



�84�
Now, one may further express the energy release rate in more

xplicit forms for two types of interface cracks: the impermeable
nd permeable interface cracks �14,16�.

1. Impermeable interface crack, for which D3
0=0 and B3

0=0.
The energy release rate reads

Gimp =
��b − a�

8
��13

 ,�33
 ,D3

,B3
�H��13

 ,�33
 ,D3

,B3
�T

�85�
2. Permeable interface crack, for which the electric–magnetic

field, D3
0 and B3

0, inside the crack, is considered and given by
Eq. �83�. Substituting Eq. �83� into Eq. �80�, one can obtain

the energy release rate in a more explicit form as
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Gperm =
��b − a�

8 � det�H̃22�

det�Ĥ�
��13

 �2 +
det�H̃12 + H̃21�

det�Ĥ�
��13

 �33
 �

+
det�H̃11�

det�Ĥ�
��33

 �2 �86�

where, det� � is the determinant of a square matrix; matrices H̃��

�� ,�=1,2� are the submatrices of H obtained by striking out the
�th column and the �th row, and

Ĥ = �H33 H34

H43 H44
� �87�

In Eq. �86�, one may clearly see that the applied mechanical load-
ing �13

 and �33
 has a coupling effect on the energy release rate.

3.4 Special Case: A Crack in a Monolithic Piezoelectro-
magnetic Medium. As an illustration, this section will show that
the solution to the Griffith type crack in monolithic
piezomagnetoelectro–elastic solids can be conveniently obtained
by setting the two media identical in the foregoing formulas of the
interface crack problem. Specifically, the bimaterial matrix D
=L1

−1+L2
−1=2L1

−1=2L2
−1=2L−1. Also, the N reduces to a 4�4

positive definite matrix, i.e.

N = N̄ = �2L−1�−1 = 1
2L �88�

The nonhomogenous Hilbert Eq. �49� then turns to

�+��x1� + �−��x1� = 2L−1ip�x1�, a 
 x1 
 b �89�

A solution which vanishes at infinity is �26�

���z� =
1

2�i
diag� 1

��z − a��z − b�


��
ab

�diag� 1
��z − a��z − b�


+
�−1

L−1�2ip�x1��dx1

x1 − z

�90�

If the applied loading is constant, then

���z� = diag�1 −
z − �a + b�/2

��z − a��z − b�
L−1�ip� �91�

Integrating Eq. �91�, results in

��z� = diag�z − ��z − a��z − b��L−1�ip� �92�

where the constant contributing rigid body motion has been
omitted.

Let

K = �KII, KI, KD, KB�T �93�

one then may easily show that the expression Eq. �93� becomes

K =���b − a�
2

p �94�

an interesting result that is similar in form to the conventional
isotropic SIF. This result is also valid for some bimaterials with
null bimaterial matrix W. Expressions �73� and �76� reduce, re-
spectively, to.

t�r� =� 1

2�r
K

and
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�u�r� = 4� r

2�
L−1K �95�

quations �95� can also be directly obtained from the functions
91� and �92�.

Equation �95� shows that the crack tip field for the monolithic
aterial is proportional to the inverse of the square root of r, i.e.

�iJ
�

1
�2�r

�96�

result that is in agreement with the one obtained in Song and Sih
18�.

The energy release rate reads as

G0 =
1

2
KTL−1K =

��b − a�
4

pTL−1p �97�

hich can also be obtained by substituting Eq. �95� into Eq. �78�1.

Numerical Results and Discussion
The data for the piezoelectric and piezomagnetic properties of

he upper and lower media of the dissimilar bimaterial systems are
elected from the literature �4,18� and recorded in Table 1. The
onstituents of each of the bimaterial systems are PEMO—elastic
aterials.
Table 2 gives the results of some bimaterial parameters such as

2 and c4 �defined by Eq. �102��, �1,2, and �3,4 �defined by Eq.
103��. One can see from these numerical results that c2 and c4 are

Table 1 Properties of piezoelectro

roperties Medium I �1�

11 �GPa� 86.74 166.0

13 �GPa� 27.15 78.0

33 �GPa� 102.83 162.0

35 �GPa� 68.81 43.0

11 �c /m2� 0.171 0.0

13 �c /m2� −0.0187 0.0

35 �c /m2� −0.0761 0.0

31 �c /m2� 0.0 −4.4

33 �c /m2� 0.0 18.6

15 �c /m2� 0.0 0.0

15 �N/Am� 550 550.0

31 �N/Am� 580.3 550.0

33 �N/Am� 669.7 699.7

11 �c /Nm2� 39.21�10−12 11.2�10−10

13 �c /Nm2� 0.86�10−12 0.0

31 �c /Nm2� 0.86�10−12 0.0

33 �c /Nm2� 40.42�10−12 12.6�10−10

11 �Ns2/C2� 5.50�10−6 5.0�10−6

33 �Ns2/C2� 10.0�10−6 10.0�10−6

Table 2 Bima

imaterial
arameters Medium I–Medium II�1� Medium I–Mediu

2 2.0104�10−3 2.4613�10

4 1.6038�10−6 5.5027�10

1,2 ±0.05976423 ±0.05662615

3,4 ±0.02119044 ±0.04142584

1
0.00950057 0.00900272

2
0.00337206 0.00658936
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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larger than zero. �1,2, �3,4 are real numbers, and so are �1 and �2.
These observations are in agreement with the results proved in
Appendix A and show that four possible singularities of the form
r−�1/2�±i�1 and r−�1/2�±i�2 with real �1 and �2 exist around the inter-
face crack tip in PEMO–elastic bimaterials.

The results in Figs. 2 and 3 are used to demonstrate the influ-
ence of the bimaterial parameter c2 on the energy release rate, G.
These results show that the energy release rate increases as c2
increases both for a permeable and an impermeable interface
crack; the energy release rate of a permeable interface crack is
larger than that of an impermeable interface crack if only the
loading �33 �far field tension normal to the crack� is applied �Fig.
2�, while the energy release rate for a permeable interface crack is
the same as that for an impermeable interface when the loading is
only �13 �far field in-plane shear, Fig. 3�.

The bimaterial system Medium I—Medium II �1� ��1
=0.00950057, �2=0.00337206� will be used as an example in a
further study to illustrate the energy release behavior of interface
cracks in PEMO—elastic bimaterial solids.

Figure 4 plots the results of the energy release rate G of a
permeable and an impermeable interface crack under any combi-
nation of loading �33 and �13. It can be seen that the value of the
energy release rate, G, for an interface crack, if considered as
permeable, is larger than that of an interface crack if considered as
impermeable, for any given pair of ��33,�13�. Some details of this
observation are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, where Fig. 5 is the varia-
tion of energy release rate versus the change of applied loading

gneto–elastic bimaterial systems

Medium II

�2� �3� �4�

202.0 226.0 250.0
105.0 124.0 142.7
194.2 216.0 237.3
43.7 44.0 44.6
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
3.08 −2.2 −1.32

13.02 9.3 5.58
8.12 5.8 3.48

174.1 275.0 385.0
165.0 290.2 406.2
209.9 350.0 489.8
78.6�10−10 56.4�10−10 34.2�10−10

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

88.5�10−10 63.5�10−10 38.5�10−10

180.5�10−6 297.0�10−6 414.5�10−6

541.0�10−6 83.5�10−6 112.9�10−6

al parameters

imaterial systems

�2� Medium I–Medium II�3� Medium I–Medium II�4�

5.1277�10−3 7.5233�10−3

7.6662�10−6 1.01275�10−6

±0.0971787 ±0.11975132
±0.0284918 ±0.02657485

0.01541805 0.01896868
0.00453338 0.00422852
ma
teri

B

m II

−3

−6
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33 for two given values of �13, and Fig. 6 is the variation of the
nergy release rate versus the change of applied loading �13 for
hree given values of �33.

Figure 7 shows the results of energy release rate values for an
mpermeable interface crack under any combined electric–

agnetic loading �D3 ,B3�. An interesting phenomenon that can be
een here is that all the values of energy release rate G are less
han or equal to zero. Negative energy release rates are physically
mpossible. This observation implies that a pure electric–magnetic
oading �D3 ,B3� would be expected to retard the propagation of an
nterface crack in PEMO–elastic bimaterial systems. This retarda-
ion mechanism will be more clearly seen in the following discus-
ions. Moreover, this retardation phenomenon has also been re-
orted in the literature for cracks in monolithic electromagnetic
aterials �17�.
Figures 8–11, respectively, demonstrate the influence of the ap-

lied electric or magnetic field on the energy release rate G under
pplied mechanical tensile loading �33. Figure 8 is the variation of

versus the applied loading �33 for two given values of D3
pplied in different directions, namely, positive direction �D3
0� and negative direction �D3
0� and Fig. 9 is the variation of

ig. 2 Energy release rate versus bimaterial constant c2 under
ure mechanical loading �33

ig. 3 Energy release rate versus bimaterial constant c2 under

ure mechanical loading �13

22 / Vol. 74, JULY 2007
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G versus any combination of loading ��33,D3�. Figure 10 is the G
versus the applied loading �33 for two given values of B3 and Fig.
11 is G versus any combination of loading ��33,B3�. The results in
Figs. 8 and 10 show that for a given D3 or B3, the applied me-
chanical loading �33 has to exceed a certain value in order to
reach a positive G. Here, we may call this value the thrust value,
denoted as �33

thr.
Figures 8 and 10 also show that the values of the �33

thr are dif-
ferent for the applied D3 or B3 with the same amplitudes but
different directions. One can see that the direction of applied D3
or B3 has an influence on the energy release rate, G. The influence
of the direction of the electric or magnetic field can be viewed
more clearly in Fig. 12, which shows the variation of G versus �33
under the combined influence from a given �D3 ,B3�. Here, a more
subtle observation needs to be pointed out. The results in Fig. 7
show that the bigger the value of pure applied D3 or/and B3 is, the
bigger a negative value G reaches. But this does not mean that the
bigger value of applied D3 or/and B3 always makes the energy
release rate G smaller �than the corresponding G with a smaller
value of applied D3 or/and B3� when a mechanical loading is
present. This can be easily verified from the results in Figs. 8 and

Fig. 4 Energy release rate for the combined mechanical load-
ing �13 and �33
Fig. 5 Energy release rate versus �33 for a given �13
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Fig. 6 Energy release rate versus �13 for a given �33

F
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Fig. 8 Energy release rate versus �33 for a given D3
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10. Particularly in Fig. 10, when �33
2.8�105, the G is bigger
for B3=0.25�10−2 than for B3=0.5�10−2. But the trend reverses
when �33�2.8�105.

One can further see that the surface of G is not symmetric with
respect to the plane D3=0 or B3=0, as shown in Figs. 9 and 11. It
is possible that the value of G with D3=0 or B3=0 is smaller than
the value of G with D3�0 or B3�0 when �33 reaches a certain
value. This result can be more explicitly observed from the results
in Fig. 11. Therefore, an important conclusion which can be
drawn here is that the applied D3 and B3 do not always contribute
a negative value to the energy release rate G when an applied
mechanical loading �33 is also present. This conclusion further
suggests that the applied electric and magnetic loading does not
always retard the propagation of an interface crack. Instead, under
certain conditions of the applied mechanical loading, �33, they
may actually speed the propagation of an interface crack.

Figures 13–15 study the influence of D3 or B3 on the energy
release rate, G, under mechanical applied shear loading �13. Fig-
ure 13 is the variation of G versus any combination of ��13,D3�.
One can see that the surface of G is symmetric both with respect
to the axis �13=0 and the D3=0. This observation indicates that
the direction of D3 has no effect on the energy release rate G if the
applied loading is only �13 and B3=0. This result can be easily

Fig. 9 Energy release rate under combined mechanical �33
and electrical D3 loading
ig. 7 Energy release rate under pure electric and magnetic
pplied loading
Fig. 10 Energy release rate versus �33 for a given B3
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Fig. 13 Energy release rate under loading �13 and D3
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seen from the top graphic in Fig. 14. A similar tendency can also
be found for the case when only �13 and B3 are applied, as shown
in the top graph of Fig. 15. As a comparison, the results with
�33�0 are also plotted at the bottom of Figs. 14 and 15. The
results in Figs. 13–15 also show that the applied electric �D3�
or/and magnetic �B3� field�s� usually retard�s� the propagation of
an interface crack when the applied mechanical loading is only the
shear loading �13.

Figures 16 and 17 plot the results of the energy release rate G
under both tensile and shear in-plane applied loading. Figure 16 is
the G versus ��33,�13� under simultaneously given D3 and B3,
and Fig. 17 is a particular case for �13= ±3.25�105. These results
demonstrate that different combinations of the directions of D3
and B3 produce different results of the energy release rate G. For
a given �33 and �13, there exist a direction for D3 and B3 that
makes the G maximum. One can also see that for any given D3
and B3, the G is symmetric with respect to �13. This observation,
together with similar observations in Figs. 13 and 15, show that
the direction of in-plane shear loading �13 has no effect on G.
Although when individually applied with �33=0, the direction of
D3 or B3 does not affect the G as shown in Fig. 13, the top of Fig.
14, and the top of Fig. 15, the directions of D3 or B3 do have
effects on the G when they are applied together as clearly shown
in Fig. 16 and 17, say, values are different when directions of D3
and B3 are different with �33=0 and �13= ±3.25�105, as de-
picted in Fig. 17.

5 Conclusions

Four possible singularities of the form r−�1/2�±�1 and r−�1/2�±i�2

exist for the fields around an interface crack tip in dissimilar
PEMO—elastic bimaterial media. The bimaterial parameters �1
and �2 are proven to be real numbers for practical materials. The
electric—magnetic field inside the crack is solved by finding the
stationary point of the saddle surface of the energy release rate
with respect to the electromagnetic field inside the crack. The
energy release rate, G, can be expressed in compact form both for
impermeable and permeable interface cracks. The value of G in-
creases as the bimaterial parameter c2 �defined by Eq. �102� in
Appendix B� increases. When the only applied mechanical load-

Fig. 14 Variation of energy release rate versus �13: top for a
given D3 only; bottom for a given pair „D3 ,�33…
ig. 11 Energy release rate under combined mechanical �33
ig. 12 Energy release rate under loading �33 for a given
±B , ±D …
ing is �13 �in-plane shear�, the directions of separately applied D3
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nd B3 do not affect the value of G while the directions of simul-
aneously applied D3 and B3 do. But the directions of applied D3
nd B3 always have influences on the value of energy release rate

if the applied mechanical loading involves �33 �tension�. There
xist a pair of directions of D3 and B3 which makes the G the
aximum for each given mechanical loading. Pure applied

lectric–magnetic loading lowers G and therefore is expected to
etard the propagation of an interface crack. However, the
lectric–magnetic loading does not always retard the propagation
f an interface crack when the mechanically applied loading in-
ludes �33 �tension�. They can also foster the propagation of an
nterface crack if the applied mechanical loading reaches a certain
alue. The results or observations in this paper are still fundamen-
al for the investigation of dissimilar piezoelectromagneto–elastic
imaterial solids. There are still more studies needed on this sub-
ect, such as in finding the criteria for the propagation of an inter-
ace crack, in understanding how the electric and magnetic fields

ig. 16 Variation of energy release rate versus „�33,�13… for a
iven „D3 ,B3…

Fig. 15 Variation of energy release r
bottom for a given pair „B3 ,�33…
nside an interface crack would interfere with the measured sig-

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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nals in broad band probes, etc. Nevertheless, the results in the
current study may serve as a basis for more complex investiga-
tions.
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Appendix A. Bimaterial Constants: Real �1, �2

To ensure a nontrivial solution for the homogeneous Hilbert Eq.
�50�, the following condition should be satisfied

�N + e2�i�N̄� = �N − e2��N̄� = 0 �98�

Fig. 17 Variation of energy release rate versus �33 for a given
„�13,D3 ,B3…

versus �13: top for a given B3 only;
ate
where �=1/2− i�. Substituting Eq. �45�2 into Eq. �98� leads to
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�W + i�D� = 0 �99�

here

� =
e2�� − 1

e2�� + 1
, or � = tanh���� �100�

ince N is Hermitian, from the definition of Eq. �100� one may

asily see that if � and �̄ are roots of Eq. �99�, so are −� and −�̄.
herefore, Eq. �99� should have the form

p�i�� = �i��4 + 2c2�i��2 + c4 = 0 �101�

here

2c2 = − 1
2 tr�D−1W�2, c4 = ��D−1W�� �102�

hen, the roots of Eq. �101� can be expressed as follows

�1,2 = ± �c2 + ��c2�2 − c4

�3,4 = ± �c2 − ��c2�2 − c4 �103�

hese �s can be verified as real numbers. Actually, for the square
atrices D and W, one has ��D−1W��= �D−1�� �W�, but �W��0, a

roperty of an anti-symmetric matrix of even order, and �D−1�
0, a result from Eq. �27� and �28�. So c4= ��D−1W���0. Math-

matically, �c2�2 could be less than c4. But for practical PEMO—
lastic bimaterials, if �c2�2
c4, then c2±��c2�2−c4 would be
omplex numbers with nonzero real and imaginary parts. Conse-
uently, all the �s would be complex numbers, as would all the
s. This would contradict the fact in the literature that at least two
ingularities should have the form of r−1/2±i�̃ with real �̃, in the
ase of bimedia with no piezoelectric/piezomagnetic material
roperties. Hence �c2�2�c4, as shown in Table 2. Further, the c2
lso should not be less than zero for practical materials. If c2 is
ess than zero, one could find that all the �s in Eq. �103� would be
ure imaginary numbers. Then from Eq. �100�, all the singularities
ould have the form r−1/2±�̂ with real �̂. This assertion would also

ontradict the fact that for bimedia with no piezoelectric/
iezomagnetic material properties, at least two singularities have
he form of r−1/2±i�̃ with real �̃. Hence, c2�0 �also shown in Table

for practical PEMO—elastic bimaterials�. Therefore, one can
onclude that the �1,2, �3,4 are real numbers, and so are the �1 and
2. One may realize that c2 and c4 are simultaneously equal to
ero if W is null, a special case similar to the one discussed by Qu
nd Li �13� for conventional dissimilar anisotropic bimaterials.

ppendix B. Contour Integral for �„z…� and �„z…
The method used here can be viewed as the generalization of

he technique in Muskhelishvili �Ref. �28� Secs. 110, 70�, which is
or a single equation. Let � be a contour which includes the arc
b, and let this contour shrink into the arc ab �Fig. 1�, then for the
�x1� constant

�
�

�X����−1N−1

� − z
d� =�

ab

�X+�x1��−1N−1

x1 − z
dt +�

ba

�X−�x1��−1N̄

x1 − z
dx1

=�
ab

�X+�x1��−1N−1

x1 − z
dx1 −�

ab

�X−�x1��−1N−1

x1 − z
dx1

�104�

rom Eq. �50�, one can have

X−�x1� = − N̄−1NX+�x1�, a 
 x1 
 b �105�
ubstituting Eq. �105� into Eq. �104� leads to
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�
�

�X����−1N−1

� − z
d� =�

ab

�X+�x1��−1N−1�I + N̄N−1�
x1 − z

dx1 �106�

Then,

�
ab

�X+�x1��−1N−1

x1 − z
dx1 =�

�

�X����−1N−1�I + N̄N−1�−1

� − z
d�

=�
�

�X����−1�N + N̄�−1

� − z
d� �107�

but

J =
1

2�i�
�

�X����−1�N + N̄�−1

� − z
d� = �X�z�−1v − �� + ���v−1�N

+ N̄�−1 �108�

where � and � are defined in Eq. �64�. Therefore

���z� =
X�z�
2�

� 2�iJ = v�I −
��z;�1,�2�

��z − a��z − b�
�� + ���v−1�N

+ N̄�−1ip �109�
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